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Important Notice
PLEASE READ THIS SECTION CAREFULLY. IF YOU ARE IN DOUBT AS TO THE ACTION YOU SHOULD TAKE,

PLEASE CONSULT YOUR FINANCIAL, LEGAL, TAX, TECHNICAL OR OTHER PROFESSIONAL ADVISORS.

This whitepaper (“Whitepaper”) gives a summary of the sale of Blocnation Tokens (“BNTN Tokens”) during the pre-

sale and public sale of the BNTN Tokens (collectively, the “Token Generating Event”) by Divine Token Limited (“DT”).

The purpose of the Token Generating Event is to raise funds for the development and commercialization of the

proposed business model of Blocnation Lifestyle App (“Blocnation App”).

As detailed in the Token Generating Event Terms and Conditions accessible at http://blocnation.io Blocnation-

TnCs.pdf (“Terms”), the BNTN Tokens carry no rights other than a limited right to use and interact with the Blocnation

App if, and to the extent that, the Blocnation App is successfully developed and deployed. Please read the Terms
carefully and ensure that you understand the nature of your rights and obligations and the risks you are undertaking

in respect of your purchase of the BNTN Tokens or participation in the Token Generating Event.

The BNTN Tokens are not intended to constitute securities in any jurisdiction. Further, this Whitepaper does not
constitute a prospectus or offer document of any sort and is not intended to constitute an offer of securities or a

solicitation for investment in securities in any jurisdiction.

Purchaser understands that the tokens are purchased for use and that no public market now exists for the Tokens
beyond the designated ecosystem, and that the Company has made no assurances that a public market beyond said

ecosystem will ever exist for the Tokens.

The Token Generating Event and distribution of BNTN Tokens to each purchaser will be subject to and governed
solely by the Terms. In the event of any conflict or inconsistency between the Terms and any other document,

including this Whitepaper, the Terms shall prevail.

All trademarks included in this Whitepaper other than trademarks representing the “Blocnation” name is included for
the convenience and education of the reader and fall within the “fair dealing “copyright use exception. Blocnation

asserts no ownership of any third-party trademarks presented here.

No part of this Whitepaper is to be reproduced, distributed or disseminated without including this
section titled “Important Notice”.



Disclaimer
The information contained in this Whitepaper is of a descriptive nature for information only and is not binding. Such

information has been compiled from sources believed to be reliable. Some of this information may be forward looking

in nature and based on certain assumptions. All statements other than statements of historical facts included in this
Whitepaper, including,

without limitation, statements regarding business strategy and plans, estimates of returns or performance, and

objectives for future operations, are forward looking statements. In addition, forward looking statements can generally

be identified by the use of forward looking terminology such as “may”, “will”, “should”, “expect”, “anticipate”,
“estimate”, “intend”, “continue”, or “believe”, their respective negatives and other comparable terminology.

Unless expressly provided by Blocnation in writing, no information contained in or referred to in the Whitepaper shall

be construed to be part of these Terms or any representation, warranty or undertaking from Blocnation.

None of the information set out in this Whitepaper has been reviewed or approved by any regulatory authority and the

information in this Whitepaper is subject to material updating, revision, correction, completion and amendment from

time to time. This Whitepaper may not be transmitted to any country where distribution or dissemination of such
information may be prohibited.

Eligibility

As detailed in the Terms, you are not eligible to purchase any of the BNTN Tokens during the Token Generating Event

if you do not meet the eligibility conditions set out in the Terms. For example, you will not be eligible if you are (i) a

citizen, resident (tax or otherwise) or green card holder (as the case may be) of the People’s Republic of China,
Canada, or the United States of America; or (ii) a citizen, resident (tax or otherwise) or a person located or domiciled

in any geographic area or country in which your participation in the Token Generating Event may be prohibited or

restricted by the applicable laws (including, without limitation, any laws relating to anti-money laundering and

combating the financing of terrorism).

It is your responsibility to inform yourself about and to observe any restrictions and laws which may apply to you in

respect of any purchase, ownership, receipt or possession of the BNTN Tokens or participation in the Token

Generating Event.



Additional Information

Please refer to the Terms for further information relating to the Token Generating Event. You should carefully evaluate

the Terms, which describes (amongst other things) the risks relating to any purchase, ownership, receipt or

possession of the BNTN Tokens or participation in the Token Generating Event. If you have any queries, you may
direct such queries to social@blocnation.io

No Advice

None of the information in or referred to in this Whitepaper shall be construed as business, legal, tax, technical,

financial or other advice. Blocnation offers no advice of any form regarding the BNTN Tokens and the Token

Generating Event. Where in doubt, you should consult your financial, legal, tax, technical or other professional
advisors.



Blocnation is extremely excited to announce their partnership with the Komodo Platform to launch the world’s first ever

decentralized Initial Coin Offering (dICO), guaranteeing investor privacy and heralding a new era in digital payments.

Despite its revolutionary potential, existing cryptocurrencies have not managed to achieve mass adoption and the

technology is still confounding for many users wanting to buy, store and send their coins. Blocnation is changing this,

creating a solution so easy that your grandmother could use it, whilst providing access to financial technology

solutions to those without access.

The multi-currency mobile wallet platform runs on any smartphone and serves three main functions:

• allows for seamless cryptocurrency transfer through atomic and etomic swaps;
• acts as a digital currency across the event and lifestyle ecosystem and eventually across a range of other 

businesses; and

• provides access to crypto assets to those unserved by traditional financial systems. 

The Blocnation App is both a decentralized exchange and a multiple cryptocurrencies wallet, simple to use and of

most importance, incredibly secure. Blocnation provides the world with a quality, closed loop payment option through

Komodo’s wallet. The result? A more reliable and secure platform that its users can instantly take part in and feel

secure in.

The Blocnation-Komodo-powered-wallet allows users to seamlessly swap different cryptocurrencies instantaneously

via Komodo’s atomic and etomic swap protocols. The revolutionary Komodo Platform allows instant exchange of

holdings with others, instead of relying on exchanges. It is resistant to hacks and theft, delisting of coins or issues with
regulation and seizure of crypto assets. This solution is not just theoretical either. More than 90,000 successful atomic

swaps have happened already and Komodo now covers atomic swaps of 95% of all coins in existence.

Blocnation’s Token and Wallet will provide its users with alternative and more efficient methods of payment within the
live events ticketing and cashless payments ecosystem. This provides a host of real world applications for the

currency and allows for secure, instantaneous transactions for event and venue guests. For event organizers and

venue owners, the Blocnation Wallet will save transaction fees and expand guest touch points via marketing

promotions both during and following events.

Traditionally the market of goods and services that can be bought with cryptocurrencies is limited, and the demand

for crypto-assets comes mainly from investors, not consumers. Hundreds of Southeast Asian events have adopted

closed loop cashless payments in the past few years as this is quickly becoming standard.

Introduction to Blocnation



Blocnation revolutionizes the way people pay for their goods and services. Traditional payment methods are due for

disruption and Blocnation is uniquely positioned to do so. Blocnation will allow all people to take advantage of the
benefits of distributed ledger technology.

Both the Blocnation and Komodo teams are committed to creating a new standard in digital payments and the first of

many steps toward towards total financial inclusion. Join us as we take these first steps and be a part of the
revolution. Join Blocnation as it writes the next chapter of digital payment history.
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Executive Summary

Between 2016 and 2017, cashless payments in Southeast Asia’s booming events industry grew by more than

380%. Both event attendees and event organizers have benefitted from the increased efficiencies that the technology

brings, but with market penetration under 30% there is still incredible potential for further growth.

Blocnation is opening cashless payment benefits to the region by leveraging its relationship with the events and

venues cashless payments community and the Komodo Platform, one of the pioneering decentralized Blockchain tech

providers in the world.

This niche market of events and venues, will over time, be used to power the under banked emerging market in

Southeast Asia with the Blocnation App.

‘Blockchain's business value-add will grow to $176 billion by 2025.’  1

With the popularity of blockchain technology’s decentralized and secure capabilities growing so rapidly, numerous
industries are turning to distributed ledger to solve pressing business problems. Whether it’s finance, charity, cyber

security, retail, healthcare, energy management or any other industry, innovative companies are turning to blockchain

technology to improve and expand their capabilities. Emerging markets, like those in Southeast Asia, have the most to

gain from blockchain technology, especially in the financial sector.

“Only 27 percent of Southeast Asia’s population have a bank account. That’s some 438 
million unbanked. In poor countries like Cambodia, this number falls to just 5 percent.’  2

Today, 73% of the 640 million people in Southeast Asia do not have bank accounts and only 10% are eligible to hold

credit cards. Conversely, according to research firm GfK, mobile phone connection (124) is actually higher than the
global average of 103 percent. This presents incredible opportunities to provide financial solutions on mobile

platforms for people that are underserved by traditional systems.

While the cashless payment community, as a platform, only caters to a niche group in this massive market, it provides
a strong go to market strategy by introducing cryptocurrency and blockchain technology via various offline cashless

payment solutions. Whilst attention is initially focused on Southeast Asia’s event and venue community, the broader

mission of Blocnation is to support people and industries across the whole region, eventually providing financial

services to anyone, anytime, anywhere in the world.

1 “Forecast: Blockchain Business Value, Worldwide, 2017-2030,” Gartner, retrieved 26 February 2018 from https://www.gartner.com/doc/3627117/forecast-blockchain-business-value-worldwide
2 “Fintech: Opening the door to the unbanked and underbanked in Southeast Asia,” KPMG, retrieved 22 February 2018 from https://home.kpmg.com/xx/en/home/insights/2016/04/fintech-opening-the-door-to-the-unbanked-and-
underbanked-in-southeast-asia.html
3 “Understand the habits of connected consumers in Asia Pacific,” GfK, retrieved 20 February 2018 from http://www.gfk.com/insights/infographic/understand-the-habits-of-connected-consumers-in-asia-
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Growth projections show Southeast Asia’s current $50 billion in Gross Transaction Volume (GTV) increasing to $220

billion by 2022. Strategic partnerships with market leaders places Blocnation in a unique position to establish itself as

one of the first cryptocurrencies and wallets widely available in the region.

Full anonymity paired with swift and secure payment protocols, made possible by Komodo’s robust platform.

Blocnation will be able to position the BNTN Token in the market quick and efficiently, as a true utility token that

already has real world application.

Blocnation will provide payment facilities to any smartphone user in the region with full anonymity, servicing markets

neglected by traditional financial systems. More importantly, Blocnation’s decentralized blockchain will also allow

BNTN Token and Blocnation App the flexibility to support other industries, new verticals and new territories outside of
Blocnation’s initial niche market.

Blocnation is incredibly excited to be the world’s first dICO, allowing complete privacy for early adopters that can see

the value in this revolutionary model. The Komodo Platform’s decentralized Blockchain and the Blocnation App will
provide safe storage of currency, exchange trading abilities via Komodo’s atomic swap protocols and secure cross

border transactions with no fees.

This innovative technology is not just what emerging markets have been waiting for; it’s what they deserve.

10



Vision & Market Opportunity

Blocnation’s vision is to provide an alternative payment option for emerging markets within the lifestyle ecosystem. In

doing so, Blocnation will leverage the technological innovation provided by the Komodo Platform as well as already

established events and venues in Southeast Asia. Once these capacities have been fully executed, the next step is to
provide these same opportunities to those unserved by traditional financial markets worldwide.

Blocnation will provide unique functionalities through its mobile App such as direct trading of coins, storing of various

coin balances as well as real world BNTN Tokens utilization through Southeast Asia’s community of events and

venues. The ultimate vision is to establish a real-world application of the cryptocurrency across multiple emerging
markets in the region and eventually, globally.

The technology will have a measurable impact on those unserved by banking networks across Southeast Asia. The

solution presented by Blocnation provides a comprehensive mobile financial system for workers to remit money to
their family at a low cost as well as provide basic financial data, enabling consumers and businesses to leverage

technology to manage their cash flow, save and invest.

Blocnation will see a gradual rollout of its product, using mass participation events as a key first use case to promote
the Blocnation App, followed by other venues/merchants and then onto more day to day applications of the BNTN

Tokens in the lifestyle ecosystem and beyond.

11



Southeast Asia and emerging markets in general present several common pain points in terms of payment

infrastructure, adoption of digital payment methods and fraud within the lifestyle ecosystem.

On the consumer side

• Less than 10% credit card adoption rates on average across 
Southeast Asia

• 70% of the population are still unbanked (Vichitkulwongsa 2016);

• Cumbersome and fragmented alternative payment solutions;

• Limited opportunities to participate in capital gains; and

• Onerous verification processes exclude masses from traditional 
banking facilities. 

On the merchant side

• Credit card acceptance still low among SMEs
o High Credit card fees and infrastructure costs

o Customer initiated charge backs

• Potential for graft and fraud among employees (10% of
revenue leakage within the events space)

• Hurdles linked to cash management and reporting

• Lack of consumer behavior data and analytics

• Cross border payment limitations hinder sales volume

Current Pain Points in Emerging Market

Partnership Opportunities

Partnerships with the highest traffic and most promising concepts will be targeted by Blocnation as premier partners.

Events ranging from blockchain conferences, expos, concerts, festivals and sports events will be among the first to

experience benefits of Blocnations partner offerings. Announcements on these partnerships to be made once dICO
public sale is concluded.

Blocnation will be targeting events with audiences of 3,000 to 150,000 people across the Southeast Asian region.

Whilst initially focused on providing new payment benefits for tokens, Blocnation will be expanding its token benefits
and offerings to different verticals in the near future.

The Vietnam Backpackers Hostels have set the benchmark in the Backpacker business in Vietnam. They believe

providing its customers with the opportunity to pay in Blocnation Tokens strengthens its position as one of the world’s
leading Backpacker hostel chains.

12



It offers quality products and unique experiences and its partnership with Blocnation amplifies its Vision. Guests can

party, thrill seek and chill without having to worry about fiat. The BNTN Token will be a new option for its guests to

purchase accommodation, food, beverages and tours. Its many customers will be early adopters of Blocnation
Tokens.

This partnership is the first of its kind and the development of the Blocnation App and the BNTN Token is accelerating

partnership opportunities in the Americas, Europe, and elsewhere in the world.

Blocnation’s goal is to improve people’s lifestyle in emerging markets by providing a platform designed to facilitate

financial inclusion and the Blocnation App and BNTN Token crypto-currency is the tool Blocnation needs to achieve

this. Soon Southeast Asia’s population, followed by other emerging market territories, will no longer be discriminated
against. By participating in Blocnation’s dICO crowdfund you will be actively supporting the global basic right to

financial services.

BNTN Token

Once the Token Sale has concluded and tokens are issued, any interested party including brands, retailers and other

users of the Blocnation platform may be able to acquire BNTN Tokens through the Blocnation app and other listed

cryptocurrency exchanges. Exchange listing announcements will be revealed shortly.

Participants will receive their BNTN Token directly to their Blocnation wallet, 
and will be able to import their funds to the Blocnation App come the forth 

quarter of 2018.

13



BNTN Token Economy
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The BNTN Token Economy supports the following profiles:

Event Goer Community

Merchant Management Consumers

1 2

3 4

A. Search for events

B. Load credit to account

C. Price comparison, choice of BNTN subsidized cost

D. Eticket and Blocnation app invite received

E. Receive access wristband via mail or at event entrance 

Event Producer/Venue

A. Offer ticket sales with BNTN option
B. Increased sales, less revenue lost from chargebacks
C. Instant verification of sales
D. E-ticket exchange
E. Closed loop cashless payment ecosystem
F. Cashback offered via Blocnation App
G. Revenue received in BNTN 

A. Sales via cashless payment solutions

B. Sales via Vietnam Backpackers Hostels

C. Sales reported to producer/venue

D. Fiat or BNTN issued post execution, minus commissions

A. Receive BNTN in Blocnation app
B. Can HOLD
C. Can perform atomic & etomic swaps for tokens

required to access other crypto-based platforms &
services

D. Can acquire tickets and top up via Blocnation
gateway.

E. Can use BNTN as purchase method for other
cryptocurrencies

Incentive Reserve

Twenty-five percent (25%) of the BNTN Token max supply is allocated to incentivize users to fuel adoption of the

Blocnation platform. Blocnation may seek to acquire BNTN Token buy back once the BNTN Incentive Reserve is

depleted. Blocnation Tokens that are unsold during the Token Sale will also be added to BNTN’s Incentive Reserve or
burned.

Post dICO the remaining reserve will be used to compensate node operators, allowing free transactions for users

whilst incentivizing node operators for their work.

15



Blocnation’s goal is to facilitate swift and secure cryptocurrency transactions. Blocnation tokens will evolve into a new

alternative method for acquiring goods and services for any smartphone user. Purchasing of event tickets, top ups

and merchant items will be made available to Blocnation App holders. Traders and crypto holders will be able to also
trade with ease and speed using BNTN Tokens. Subsidized transaction fees will make BNTN Tokens a highly

accessible preferred payment and trading option.

Blocnation Ecosystem

Blocnation is a decentralized barter token to be initially utilized in the cashless payment ecosystem of events and

venues around Southeast Asia. The Blocnation wallet will enable real world token use for acquisition of tickets,

cashless top up, venue booking, purchase of goods and services and cashback. It will also facilitate direct trading of
altcoins and storing of various coin balances in a single wallet.

Blocnation Lifestyle App

The Blocnation Platform will utilize dICO tools and blockchain provided by

Komodo. The Komodo (KMD) Platform focuses on providing complete end-to-

end blockchain solutions for developers of any level and any industry. It is
simple yet powerful, offering customized blockchain solutions that are easy to

deploy, and configurable to meet our needs.

Blocnation Platform will run on its own blockchain provided by KMD providing
heightened security and swift transaction speed. Importantly, the potential of

being hacked is reduced to zero as opposed to other platforms such as

Ethereum.

Another key feature is the Atomic Swap function, providing great benefits to

crypto holders and traders. Users may trade alts in a decentralized exchange

without any fees applied.

Online BNTN Tokens Holding & Exchange

16



A full review of the technology behind the Komodo Platform can be found here www.komodoplatform.com

Blocnation will benefit from any upgrade or update to the Komodo Platform as this is a completely open source
project. As it stands, this is the Roadmap for Komodo:

About Komodo Platform

Delayed Proof of Work (dPoW) is a solution that utilizes multiple existing methods into a single hybrid consensus

system that at the same time is as energy efficient as Proof of Stake (PoS) while being secured by Bitcoin Proof of

Work (PoW). Thus dPoW allows even the weakest of blockchains to benefit from Bitcoin's hashrate, making Bitcoin's
power usage much more efficient and eco-friendly as it is securing the entire ecosystem of dPoW in addition to itself.

What is Delayed Proof of Work?

17



https://komodoplatform.com/decentralized-exchange/

The Komodo Decentralized Exchange:
https://komodoplatform.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/03/2018-03-
12-Komodo-White-Paper-Full.pdf

The Full Komodo Platform Whitepaper can 
be found here: 

Komodo Platforms new decentralized technology makes a competitive decentralized exchange possible. Komodo

calls their technology BarterDEX, and it allows people to freely and safely exchange cryptocurrency coins from one

person to another.

The BarterDEX decentralized exchange creates a competitive method for bartering cryptocurrencies, combining three

key components: order matching, trade clearing, and liquidity provision. These components are combined into a

single integrated system that allows users to make a request to trade their coins, find a suitable trading partner, and
complete the trade using an atomic cross-chain protocol. Additionally, BarterDEX provides a layer of privacy during

the order-matching process, enabling two nodes to perform a peer-to-peer atomic swap without any direct IP contact.

The “order matching” component is the process of pairing an end-user’s offer to buy with another end user’s offer to
sell. This component is not the actual trade itself, but is only a digitally created promise between end-users stating

that they will perform their parts of the trade.

The order-matching process is achieved by algorithms that define how the orders are paired, and in which order they
are fulfilled.

After a successful order-matching execution, the next component is the “clearing” aspect of the trade, wherein end-

users must fulfill their promises. This is the process wherein the assets are swapped between the trading parties.
BarterDEX facilitates this process and assures the safety of the users therein.

Other decentralized exchanges have faced issues when it has low liquidity. BarterDEX solves this problem by

creating Liquidity Provider Nodes (LP nodes). LP nodes are trading parties that act as market-makers, buying and
selling assets. They provide liquidity to the exchange and make their profit from the spread between bid and ask

orders. LP nodes bring price stability to the market and facilitate making fast and efficient trades for end-users.

Barterdex
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An atomic & etomic swap is a direct trade between two different coins running on two separate blockchains; there are

no centralized-exchange websites or other third-parties required for this trade. The technology enables common

users to bypass the labyrinth of website-exchanges currently necessary to purchase cryptocurrencies. Once
implemented, the atomic swap will allow common users to trade and purchase any desired coin directly within their

own wallets.

Atomic and Etomic Swap

Offline World BNTN Tokens Utilization

Blocnation’s offline applications will be introduced to the public via the

cashless community across Southeast Asia. These applications will not

remove or replace any existing options, BNTN will be an additional option with
greater benefits than current solutions. Community members will be engaged

in seamless methods that require little to no educating of how BNTN is

providing benefits. Users will enjoy the benefits of automatic discounts, more

value for money and other value-added luxuries.

Ticketing partners will be the first encounter between users and BNTN. In

addition to cash and credit card payment methods users will now have a new

option to acquire their tickets via BNTN. Where cash via bank deposit and
credit card have processing fees and several restrictions, the BNTN option will

be a discounted option with no hassles to either user or client. By opting for

BNTN a user will benefit from a variety of options including: lower rates,

upgraded tickets, free items and more. Users can not only acquire their tickets
and venue bookings they will also be able to top up their accounts all in one

simple process. No additional steps for signing up or registering accounts will

be required.

Ticketing

At the event users will be also have BNTN Token as an option to topping up their mobile account. These on-site

facilities will also act as one of Blocnation’s initial touch points where promotions, rewards, user onboarding and

subscriber building will take place.

Post event, or upon exit of a venue, any leftover balance will be claimable via the Blocnation App. No more cash, only

BNTN Tokens!

Payments
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Guests no longer need to register or fill out forms, they simply download the Blocnation App using the same details

they used to register for the event and remaining balances will be credited within 3 days of the events conclusion. No

more lines, no more cash to exchange, no more credit card charge backs, no more waiting.

Blocnation’s offline applications benefit Asia’s community of event organizers, and venue owners as well. Increased

sales via BNTN Tokens subsidized offerings provide stronger selling abilities without any cost to the client. Credit card

charge backs, which affect 10% of sales on average, will be a thing of the past. All transactions via BNTN will be final,
anonymous, and instant. Additionally, these clients will have the option to receive compensation in fiat or BNTN.

Receiving partial payment in BNTN provides clients the ability to grow their revenues and profits in the exchange

functionality of the Blocnation App, thus creating higher profits for them along with increasing BNTN Tokens trading

volume.

Blocnation Use Case & Go-To Market
Blocnation will go through a distinct three (3) Phase process to reach product maturity across Southeast Asian

markets. Each Phase will have a concrete use case that will benefit both the purchasers of BNTN Tokens as well as

BNTN Tokens Offline World Community users. While the first phases will leverage the support of Komodo Platform as
well as the cashless payments community, later stages will see the product to be a more standalone and independent

entity, utilizing a broader network of partners.

Blocnation’s initial use will be a marketplace for traders and crypto holders. The app will allow users to hold multiple

currencies in one mobile wallet. Users will have the ability to trade, or swap currencies directly via our atomic and

etomic swap protocols, without the transaction fees that normal exchanges apply.

Phase 1 – Holding & Exchange
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Users will be able to use any third-party application to cash in fiat and convert into any crypto-currency (example:

BTC, ETH, etc.). Next, users simply send this cryptocurrency to their Blocnation wallet and perform an atomic swap to

acquire BNTN Tokens.

BNTN Tokens can be kept in the Blocnation App or on selected exchanges which will trade BNTN Tokens.

Use Case

The initial functionalities of the BNTN Token app will be
focused around online applications, such as:

• Holding or Trading BNTN Tokens
(exchanging for other crypto currencies)

• Sending BNTN Tokens to other App holders

Cash Out

Users will be able to exchange the BNTN Tokens back to
fiat using any third-party application available.

Blocnation’s Phase 2 use case will be centered around an offline real-world application, available across South-East

Asia. Users of Blocnation App will be able not only to hold and trade BNTN Tokens but also use them as a payment

method in the lifestyle industry. More specifically BNTN Tokens holders will be able to buy tickets to music festivals &
concerts, sport events and conferences & exhibitions across Southeast Asia.

Phase 2 – Events

How to get BNTN Tokens?
Phase 1
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In addition to Phase 1 methods for acquiring BNTN Token, users will be able to leverage the Blocnation gateway for

converting fiat to BNTN Tokens and enjoying unique benefits provided by Blocnation. This conversion will happen
seamlessly during online ticket purchase, at event top-up stations or post event through the Blocnation App.

Way to get BNTN Tokens

Use Case

In addition to the use case of Phase 1, users will be able to use
their BNTN Tokens for transactions within the events and
lifestyle ecosystem. For example, users will be able to:

• purchase tickets for music festivals & concerts,
sport events and conferences & exhibitions
across South-East Asia;

• to top-up their event wristbands using BNTN
Token and purchase food and drinks during the
major festivals in the region; and

• redeem their leftover balance from the event
wristbands directly to the Blocnation App
seamlessly, avoiding any queues at events.

Cash Out

In addition to the use case of Phase 1 users will be able to
trade their BNTN Tokens for event tickets and Top-Up credit
spendable at merchant present on the event grounds.

Phase 2
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Blocnation’s Phase 3 use case will be extended from a closed loop payment application at live events and venues to

an open loop payment system at merchant locations that accept BNTN Tokens. Blocnation will work with an extensive

network of merchants to promote BNTN payments as an alternative channel for those unserved by traditional finance
systems and non-credit card holders.

Phase 3 – Merchants

Way to get BNTN Tokens
Phase 3

In addition to methods used in Phase 1 and 2, users will be able to leverage an extended network of merchants to

exchange fiat into BNTN Tokens.

Use Case

Additional use cases will evolve around day to day transaction
at merchant locations. Details to be further announced as per
roadmap.

Cash Out

Additional cash out mechanisms will be further announced
as per roadmap.
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Roadmap
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Generation Event Overview

Max
Supply

BNTN 
Tokens

BNTN for 
Purchase

Price  $ Total Market Value $ Stage

500,000,000 200,000,000 0.1625 32,500,000.00 D-ICO
Completed

Blocnation dICO crowdfund will take place on May 17, 2018 at CET +7. 

* D-ICO Accepted Currencies: LTC, QTUM, BTC, KMD

Sample dICO Token Metrics

Tokens Available per 
Sell Stage Actual Cost

KMD

KMD, QTUM, BTC

KMD, QTUM, BTC

KMD, QTUM, BTC

0.14

0.16

0.17

0.18

50,000,000

50,000,000

50,000,000

50,000,000

BNTN Token Distribution

Percentage Allocation Allocation in BNTN

200,000,000

50,000,000

40%

25%

18%

10%

For Purchase

Incentive Reserve

Team

Advisors

Bounties

5%

Master Nodes

2%

125,000,000

90,000,000

25,000,000

10,000,000

MAX SUPPLY 100% 500,000,000
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Blocnation Team Vesting Rules

Blocnation Team will be allocated 18% BNTN Token Max supply vested over an 18-month period. Should a

team member leave the company at any stage they will forfeit their succeeding token allocation. Forfeited

tokens will be reserved for the bonus offering for any added or replacement key role players of Blocnation.

Reassignment of team tokens to any new team member will maintain the year-on-year vesting structure,

beginning from the date the selected new member joins the company. Token amount allocated to any new

member is decided by remaining team and board and may be split up between multiple new members.

In the case where no token or not all tokens are required to incentivize new hires, the forfeited team tokens will

be transferred into the BNTN incentive reserve. Should there be no need to replenish the incentive reserve, the

forfeited token will be burned.
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Fund Allocation
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Use of Funds

Blocnation will be powered by Komodo Platform’s decentralized blockchain and BarterDEX and will partner

with various events and venues for its go to market strategy. Funds raised in Blocnation’s dICO crowdfund will

be used to build a high caliber team with various industry background and business experience. Blocnation will
require team of developers, marketers, operations specialists, finance experts, legal team and sales

executives.

The relationship between Blocnation and regional partners will include a contractual agreement where
Blocnation will gain access to the community of event producers, venue owners, partners, and the audiences

they service. Although cashless payment technology is utilized by industry leaders in Southeast Asia there is

still a vast number of potential clients who have not yet adopted cashless payment technology. Demand for

cashless solution’s exist but pricing of the system is a barrier to entry. Blocnation will solve this problem
through partnered sponsorships to provide more businesses with benefits they need.



Meet The Team

Graeme Perkins
CEO at Blocnation

Linkedin: https://www.linkedin.com/in/rgpblo/

Gino Jacinto
COO & Legal Director 

at Blocnation

Linkedin: https://www.linkedin.com/in/gsjblo/
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Ben Fairbank
Senior Advisor

Linkedin: https://www.linkedin.com/in/ben-fairbank-7b256432/

Global Telecommunications C level executive and industry expert 
in Customer Experience, Contact Centres, BPO & Start-ups

Our Advisors

Prasad Vanga

Linkedin: https://www.linkedin.com/in/prasadvanga/

Founder &  CEO at Anthill
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Reuben Yap

Linkedin: https://www.linkedin.com/in/reuben-yap-81666123/

Chief Operating Officer at Zcoin

Finance & Expansion Advisor

Cryptocurrency Advisor



Jay Fajardo

Linkedin: https://www.linkedin.com/in/jayfajardo/

CEO/CTO at Proudcloud, CEO at Launchgarage, CTO at MEDIFI

Matt Francis

Linkedin: https://www.linkedin.com/in/matthewfrancis01/

General Manager, Lynwen Concepts
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Tim Bukher

Linkedin: https://www.linkedin.com/in/timbukher/

Founding Partner of Thompson Bukher LLP, Corporate Lawyer and Blockchain Entrepreneur  
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Business Advisor

Industry Advisor

Legal Strategy Advisor



Thomas Gorissen

Linkedin: https://www.linkedin.com/in/thomasgorissen/

Web Platform Consultant and Event Organizer

Jefrey Joe

Linkedin: https://www.linkedin.com/in/jefreyjoe/

Technology Investor and Entrepreneur, 
Co-Founder & Managing Partner Alpha JWC Ventures

New Members will be announced soon. 

Watch out for career postings at blocnation.io for your chance to join the Blocnation team.
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Technology Advisor

Finance Strategy Advisor

Linkedin: https://www.linkedin.com/in/michael-maksimov-7a9165116/

Michael Maksimov
Marketing & Public Relations Manager

Co-Founder & Managing Partner at Belkins, LLC and Entrepreneur 



Supporters and Partners

https://komodoplatform.com/ The largest hostel group across Vietnam, 
with five properties across the country.

http://www.vietnambackpackerhostels.com

Full stack development firm that has been building web 
and mobile technologies for global startups, medium, 

and large enterprises since 2009.
http://www.proudcloud.net/

A decentralized and open source currency 
that provides financial privacy enabled by  

the Zerocoin protocol. https://zcoin.io/

Hub for founders, disruptors, hackers, makers, 
designers, investors and change makers.

https://www.launchgarage.com/
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Alphablock is a community group that aims to educate 
the Indonesian crypto market by gathering Crypto 

Enthusiasts, Investors, Technology Industries into a 
single group to exchange knowledge and resources led 

by stellar thought leaders, serial entrepreneurs and 
experienced advisors recognized for their track records 

in early stage tech investments.
https://www.alphablock.id/



Connect with Blocnation
through these channels

Website

Telegram

Email

Facebook

Twitter

blocnation.io

https://t.me/blocnation_official

social@blocnation.io

@blocnation

@bloc_social
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